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Abstract 
 

For half a century or more, semilingualism has been a controversial – much debated and much derided – 
idea. The present paper engages with some facets of this history. It traces the formation and early 
circulation in its context of origin: Sweden’s nascent fields of bilingualism research and minority education. 
The paper analyzes semilingualism as a ‘traveling idea’, which has moved through networks of actors over 
an extended period of time. In Sweden from the late 1950s to the early 1980s, semilingualism was a key 
theme a range of discursive exchanges. It circulated in scholarly discussions about bilingualism and 
linguistic competence, and surged as a central theme in political debates on minority education, 
immigration and language policy. It likewise recurred in the media, and in various articulations of public 
opinion. In the course these travels, the idea of semilingualism became more and more implicated in the 
processes of revising Sweden’s policies on linguistic minorities. By the 1970s, as the paper argues, the idea 
had begun to function as a ‘policy-driver’, which aided the 1977 nation-wide introduction of the school 
subject of mother tongue instruction (MTI) for minority students. While most linguists have come to 
dismiss semilingualism as a scientifically flawed concept, the idea of semilingualism, as the paper shows, 
had nevertheless a decisive impact in policy making. This impact is still visible the inclusion of MTI in 
Sweden’s national curriculum. This societal impact of this sociolinguistic idea, as well as the lasting 
consequences thereof, points to the importance of a reflexive sociolinguistics, which takes interest in the life 
and afterlife of the ideas it produces. The paper contributes to this endeavor. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 
Some ideas travel well. They may move through networks of actors and eventually end up somewhere 
new (Howlett & Morgan 2010; Latour 1986, 2004) – in fact, they may even transpire into policy 
innovations. Taking interest in how such movements unfold in science–society interaction, this paper 
focuses on the travels of the idea of ‘semilingualism’ in its original Swedish context.  

A reasonably old idea, semilingualism (Sw: halvspråkighet; Hansegård 1962, 1968) refers to a 
purported rump-competence among bilingual individuals whose acquisition and mastery of any of 
their languages is seen as ‘incomplete’. While contested already in the 1970s, semilingualism is still a 
recurrent ‘matter of concern’ (Latour 2004). In 2017, it surfaced in a media debate waged over 
Sweden’s educational provisions for immigrants and autochthonous linguistic minorities, most 
saliently over Mother-tongue instruction (henceforth MTI). The debate was initiated in an op-ed by 
local center-right Moderate Party politicians, who argued in the tabloid Aftonbladet that MTI should 
be abolished since it deprives minority children of “sufficient knowledge of the Swedish language” 
and puts them “at risk of becoming semilingual” (AB 17.10.2017).1 Their proposal spawned critical 
reactions in defence of the educational policies at issue. In one reply, some 250 teachers, 
educationalists and academics denounced the politicians’ use of arguments unsupported by “science 
and established practice” (AB 19.10.2017). Other critics targeted the term ‘semilingual’. In academic 
contexts, semilingualism is widely considered an obsolete, theoretically dubious and potentially 
harmful idea (e.g., Stroud 1978, 2004). Already in the 1980s, semilingualism was decried as “a dirty 
word in the Scandinavian debate”, capable of provoking “an almost moral indignation in other 
researchers” (Skutnabb-Kangas 1984[1981], 248). Tellingly, in the 2017 media debate another 
academic stated that “the term [semilingualism] has long been passé in research; people do not have 
half languages but linguistic competence in areas where they have been given the opportunity to 
develop” (AB 18.10.2017). Although some commentators suggested that MTI could ‘cure’ 

                                                
1 All translations are our own. 
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semilingualism (ETC 20.10.2017), most agreed that semilingualism was a flawed idea, “unheard of 
since the turn of the millennium” (DN 18.10.2017). The critique eventually prompted the Moderate 
Party to denounce the proposal (Skolvärlden 18.10.2017). 

Much can be said about these exchanges. In late-modern Sweden, the governing of what Stroud 
(2010, 195) labels “the ‘non-mainstream speaker’ – the transnational migrant, the indigenous 
minority, or the socioeconomically disadvantaged” remains a central public and political concern. 
Here, MTI is deeply implicated in such forms of concern. For some 40 years, MTI has been a tenet in 
Sweden’s institutional setup for minority education, as a mother-tongue program (henceforth MT-
programs) providing instruction in and about languages other than Swedish.2 Moreover, while the idea 
of semilingualism resonates with politicians, teachers, and linguists, it nonetheless seems beset with 
varying understandings of its relationship to MTI. For some, it seems, semilingualism may arise if 
MTI is provided, but for others, it may arise if MTI is not provided. To some actors, others’ mentions 
of semilingualism works as a shibboleth of detachedness from up-to-date research and general 
incompetence in minority education. In relation to MTI semilingualism thus matters.  

Exploring this terrain, this paper argues that the idea of semilingualism has not only been 
impactful in present-day debates but also at a much earlier stage. We maintain that it played an 
integral part in shoehorning bilingual education into Sweden’s national curriculum in 1977. 
Straightforwardly put, as a policy innovation MTI in Sweden owes much of its existence to 
semilingualism as an impactful idea. We do not argue that the first debates on semilingualism single-
handedly resulted in the introduction of MTI. As historical accounts of Sweden’s MTI make clear, 
other conditions – notably a general turn towards pluralism in immigration policy – clearly coincided 
with this reform (e.g., Hyltenstam & Toumela 1996; Salö et al. 2018). Nonetheless, while some 
authors have pointed to the linkage between semilingualism and MTI (Borevi 2012; Hansen 2001; 
Hyltenstam & Arnberg 1988; Wande 1996: Wickström 2015), the impact of semilingualism as a 
policy-driver has not been subjected to a thorough analytical treatment.  

Such a historical account is motivated for three reasons, all pertaining to a strengthening of 
linguistics’ epistemological aspirations, especially with regard to the need to add meta-knowledge to 
this undertaking. Firstly, in the spirit of philosopher of science Gaston Bachelard (2002[1938]), the 
language sciences should aim at grasping reflexively the knowledge that they produce, including the 
effects that this production engenders. Centring particularly on these effects, secondly, a historical 
approach to semilingualism adds nuanced knowledge of the ways in which ideas become entrenched 
in policy, notably in MT-programs (Stroud 2001). Thirdly, the same case points to a rarely recognized 
mode of societal impact of research, in which a fairly subtle interaction between science and politics 
is at play. Irrespective of latter-day re-evaluations, the case of semilingualism elucidates the impact of 
the human sciences in buttressing institutional action (e.g., Benneworth 2015; Meagher et al. 2008).  

Accordingly, this paper traces the pathways of semilingualism and their links to MTI. Adding a 
historical epistemological lens to these issues, it seeks to better understand the relationship between 
mobile ideas and policy innovations. The timespan extends from the late 1950s to the early 1980s and 
so encompasses the formation and early circulation of the idea of semilingualism in Sweden, rather 
than the idea’s global travels that ensued in the 1980s (but see e.g., Martin-Jones & Romaine 1986). 
To this end, we analyze a set of texts through which the idea was prefatorily forged, subsequently 
mobilized, acted upon, and finally contested. We draw on journalistic and non-journalistic material 
from regional and national print-press: news items, opinion-pieces, and letters to the editor. We also 
draw on motions and minutes from the Swedish parliament, as well as on a range of academic texts. 
In analyzing this material, we use the notion of ‘traveling ideas’ (Howlett & Morgan 2010) as a 
conceptual lens. Through this lens, the idea of semilingualism is envisioned as moving through 
networks of actors comprised of academics, the general public, press actors, politicians, and policy-
makers. In line with this vision, the analysis pins down the crucial transition points where the idea 
found new uses and new users, and where it, accordingly, was authoritatively acted upon.  
 
 

                                                
2 Here, MT-programs (e.g., Stroud 2001) denote educational models that use instruction in and about the mother tongues of 
minorities. Since 1977, MTI has been the standard MT-program in the Swedish national curriculum. While MTI was termed 
Home Language Instruction until 1997, the program has remained largely unchanged.  
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2. Ideas in and out of science  

 
It is widely acknowledged that language is intimately linked to processes of granting or denying group 
membership, and thereby to the reproduction of social order. The notion of linguistic citizenship (LC) 
sets out to grasp critically some of these processes (e.g., Stroud 2007, 2010). It develops a critique of 
predefined conceptions of language, and of the rigid categories of belonging that such conceptions 
postulate or naturalize. As critically noted in LC, the idea of mother-tongue is a paradigm case of this 
mode of thinking. Unsurprisingly, LC remains reluctant about MT-programs, insofar as they reify this 
gaze, downplay ontological multiplicity and obstruct the voiced participation of marginalized actors 
(Stroud 2001). While LC typically engages with postcolonial settings, kindred processes are at work 
in the geographical north. By exploring MTI in Sweden, insights may be gained about the ways in 
which an MT-program policy innovation is contingent upon ‘entextualized’ ideas, which have found 
their way into certain institutional settings.  

In educational sociology, entextualization has been conceptualized as the process through which 
‘complex, contextually nuanced discussions get summed up in (and, hence, are entextualized through) 
a single word’ (Mehan 1996, 253). Here, however, we are not merely interested in the production and 
lexical labelling of ‘semilingualism’ but also in its circulation, uptake and effects, as well as in its 
demise. To accomplish this, we utilize perspectives from science studies, particularly those concerned 
with the production and the communicative flow of scientific knowledge (Bucchi 1998; Howlett & 
Morgan 2010; Meagher et al. 2008), and with science brokering in political decision-making (Pielke 
2007). Science studies have long taken interest in the emergence of scientific facts (Latour & Woolgar 
1979). While this agenda resembles ours, we treat facts as being heralded by and contingent on ideas 
(Squires 2004). Following Bachelard (2002[1938], 27) we “take facts as ideas and place them within a 
system of thought.” More specifically, we take ‘ideas’ to denote more or less stable objects of 
knowledge, which often comprise claims about how things work, about causal conditions, and the 
like. Under certain conditions, ideas may acquire the quality of being fact-like and, by this merit, 
attach a high degree of certainty to a given truth-claim (Latour 2004; Morgan 2010). Fact-like ideas, 
in turn, may become significantly mobile and travel in manifold ways (Howlett & Morgan 2010). 
They may travel because people travel, or, because they are exchanged through interpersonal 
communication or disseminated as artefacts. Their pathways are often transmodal, forming a cyclic 
movement from interaction to text to interaction. Texts may be products of talk (e.g., meeting 
minutes, written-up interviews), and talk often draws on texts. In either case, text is central to the 
travel of ideas, allowing ideas to precipitate in various outlets and be physically distributed to various 
actors. In these processes, ideas not only become mobilized but substantially fixed (Latour 1986) and 
‘sufficiently fact-like to enable people to act upon them’ (Morgan 2010, 24).  

To speak of traveling ideas entails a focus not only on the ways in which ideas transmit from one 
place to another, but also on how the transmission of ideas across time and space may create 
transformation. As Morgan (2010) stresses, successful traveling is attested in a circulation ‘far and 
wide’ with new users and new uses being key parameters for gauging the efficacy of the travel. While 
‘new users’ refers to an expansion of the social network where the idea is used, ‘new uses’ refers to a 
multiplication of the idea’s applications, often beyond the original intent. Through such processes, 
academic ideas may blend with political language, and eventually seep into policy innovations. Such 
transformative moments presuppose that the idea has informed the beliefs and practices of politicians 
and policy-makers. Moreover, as Pielke (2007, 151) states, “[p]olitical advocates will always seek 
selectively to use science in support of their agendas.” Conversely, science often reaches politicians 
through by-roads such as the media. There is more to this movement than suggested by traditional 
linear models according to which knowledge is produced in science and straightforwardly 
disseminated through press channels. Although academics regularly use mass media for reaching out 
to various publics, media does not simply mediate scientific knowledge, but determines the content 
and scope of the mediation (Bucchi 1998). In sum, the view opted for here downplays rigid 
boundaries between science and other knowledge-yielding practices, foregrounding instead the 
network of actors that links science to media to politics. 
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3. The roots and routes of semilingualism 

 
3.1 Initial debate 

 
Semilingualism embarked on its travels in the margins of the far north – in Tornedalen,3 a region that 
extends across the borderland of Sweden and Finland. Tornedalen is a historically multilingual area 
where Finnish and Swedish varieties, as well as Sámi languages, have long remained in varying 
degrees of contact.4 The area has experienced various state-backed regimes of language. Following 
the creation of the Swedish–Finnish border in 1809, Finnish-speakers dwelling in Sweden were 
increasingly subjected to a newfound nation-state agenda. As commonly is the case, state-funded 
education was one of several crucial instruments for enforcing linguistic cohesion (Slunga 1965). By 
the late 19th century, most far-north school districts had introduced Swedish-only policies, sometimes 
sustaining them with physically violent means. While the strictest assimilatory policies were gradually 
contested from the mid-1930s, Finnish was barred from most institutional uses until the mid-1950s 
(Elenius 2001; Slunga 1965).  

It was in immediate relation to these conditions that the Swedish Finno-Ugricist Nils Erik 
Hansegård (1918–2002) began to formulate his idea of semilingualism. Born in Stockholm, he lived 
in the far-north town of Kiruna from 1953 to 1966, working as an upper secondary teacher. Beginning 
in the late 1950s, Hansegård began to campaign in public lectures for an increased use of Finnish in 
local schools. As Hansegård (1990, 19) noted in a late retrospective, he regarded Sweden’s policies as 
“ethnocentric, nationalist and racist”. Throughout his career, he maintained that this politics had 
ravished the linguistic competence of this non-Swedish population of Tornedalen, as well as their 
general intelligence and emotional life. Semilingualism, or, more accurately ‘double semilingualism’, 
Hansegård came to argue, was an effect of this historical order.  

Hansegård advocated the introduction of minority mother-tongues in education. The public 
impact of Hansegård’s agenda was significantly augmented through print-press reports of his lectures. 
However, serving initially as an arena for disseminating his ideas, the press gradually developed into 
an arena for critical debate and contention. The first surge of such exchanges materialized in a number 
of Northern-Swedish dailies, such as Norrländska Socialdemokraten (NSD), Norrbottenskuriren 
(NK), Norrlandsfolket (NF), and Haparandabladet (HB). In February 1957, Hansegård addressed ‘the 
linguistic oppression in the north’ in a radio talk, which was puffed, reported on and subsequently 
critically debated in local (and occasionally national) print-press (NSD 22.2.1957; NSD 23.2.1957; 
NSD 6.3.1957; NSD 10.4.1957; SvD 15.2.1957). As one of his adversaries exclaimed, it is ‘better to 
know one language well than two incompletely’ (NF 14.3.1957). While agreeing, Hansegård 
responded that a minimal share of formal instruction in Finnish was unlikely to hamper children’s 
acquisition of Swedish (NF 20.3.1957).  

Over the coming years, print-media continually gave voice to Hansegård’s explanations on the 
relation between pupils’ language difficulties and their ‘spiritual development’ (NK 8.1.1962). Yet, it 
also published letters that were critical of Hansegård’s position (NK15.2.1962). Hansegård (1990, 
111ff.) recalls having first used the term semilingualism in a radio appearance in the late 1950s, but 
not seeing it in print before 1962 (Röster i radio). As his April 25th radio appearance ‘Tvåspråkig eller 
halvspråkig? [Bilingual or semilingual?] was announced and briefly discussed in the press, the idea of 
semilingualism was recapped, albeit disparagingly: some of Hansegård’s comparisons with the Swiss 
sociolinguistic situation were dismissed as being far-fetched, and his critique of Sweden’s policies as 
being overtly polemic (NSD 27.4.1962). Although the idea of semilingualism was reused incidentally 
by some academics (Ringbom 1962), it was yet not ‘packed’ to travel far and wide. By publishing in a 
periodical with a non-academic readership, Hansegård (1962) subsequently attempted to anchor 
semilingualism more thoroughly in scholarly discourse, with frequent references to German linguist 
Georg Schmidt-Rohr and Austrian psycholinguist Friedrich Kainz, the latter of whom Hansegård had 
visited in Vienna in 1961 (see Hansegård 1961). While Hansegård’s own position in the scientific 
field was still marginal – he received his doctorate in 1967 – his argument was quite convincingly 

                                                
3 We use Tornedalen (Torne Valley; Fin. Tornionlaakso) to denote the entire Finnish-speaking area in Norrbotten county in 
the Swedish part of Sápmi.  
4 Our use of glottonyms largely mirrors those of the periods and authors we discuss.  
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dressed in scientific language. At the time, research on bilingualism was a new subfield of the 
language sciences (see Heller 2007), and engaged only a few Swedish linguists (e.g. Els Oksaar, 
Bertil Malmberg, Björn Collinder). As the field was still in the making, academic authority was up for 
grabs.  

Beginning in 1963, ever-more recurrent northern media reports on ‘the problem of bilingualism’ 
depicted Hansegård as a ‘pure Stockholmer’ (urstockholmare) with ample academic knowledge in 
linguistics, who now attacked the Swedish-only education policies in multilingual Tornedalen (NK 
12.8.1963). Indeed, Hansegård criticized the slim research-grounding of bilingual education. In 
succeeding accounts, he gathered support for his views from ‘American expertise’ in the guise of 
pioneering bilingualism scholar Einar Haugen, arguing that the northern region was in dire need for 
expertise on bilingualism (NSD 10.3.1964). While the term semilingualism was mostly absent in 
media reports on Hansegård’s lectures (but see NSD 27.4.1962), these articles nonetheless reiterated 
Hansegård’s pedagogical, sociological and psychological arguments in relatively technical terms (HB 
16.4.1964; HB 25.4.1964). However, although the media positioned Hansegård as an expert on the 
issues at hand, it is possible that Hansegård himself underestimated their vexed nature, as well as the 
political force of his viewpoints, inserted as they were into a conflict-ridden space where language 
was a vector of struggle, oppression, and abuse. Accordingly, his media accounts were soon met with 
intensifying skepticism from readers responding with letters to editor signed with pseudonyms or real 
names. Some writers heckled Hansegård’s efforts (HB 17.9.1964a) whereas others adopted an 
academic or matter-of-fact style (HB 5.9.1964). Hansegård attempted to respond to the criticism, 
referring to the ‘extensive experiments’ that spoke in favor of MT-programs (HB 17.9.1964b), 
downplaying occasional parental resistance to the use of Finnish in education. Presenting himself as 
an issue advocate for MT-programs, he used “scientific authority as tool of advocacy” (Pielke 2007, 
135). For instance, he equated the abandonment of a mother-tongue to volitional self-harm:  

Just as one has the right to smoke oneself to death, one should have the right to linguistic 
suicide. [...] Responsible persons consider themselves obliged to inform smokers about 
research findings [on the matter]. Similarly, there exists extensive bilingualism research 
abroad (and an incipient Swedish one) and the same obligation should apply in providing 
information about that [research] to citizens with mother-tongues other than Swedish. 
(HB 17.9.1964). 

Hansegård appears to have made it his duty to enlighten the people of Tornedalen of their own 
subordination. Speaking to and imposing his academic knowledge on the group, he cared little about 
its own voice. That said, the group’s voice was far from unisonous. As seen in the press debate, the 
hitherto limited initiatives to introduce Finnish in the educational system were applauded by some 
speakers and berated by others. Hansegård’s standpoints were celebrated in contributions that 
defended the right to MT-programs (NSD 24.8.1965; NSD 28.8.1965; NSD 29.9.1965), and he was 
attentive to positive appraisals of his opinion, using these to clarify his stance (NSD 11.9.1965). His 
own discourse was rhetorically rich, and he did not hesitate to engage fiercely with his antagonists. He 
occasionally responded to bantering commentators with affect, lashing out at their ‘infantile’ critique 
or at “the backward school system” (HB 28.9.1965). Unsurprisingly, such arguments did not silence 
his opponents, many of whom were Finnish-speakers who denounced him as a “learned fanatic”, for 
his “offensive scribblings” (HB 22.1.1966), for his “propaganda for a greater-Finland” (HB 
24.3.1966), or simply exhorted him to “travel back to home” (NSD 30.9.1965). A few letter titles are 
illustrative of these sentiments: “No Finnish for our children” (NSD 30.9.1965), “What does Mr 
Hansegård mean by his spying activities?” (HB 22.1.1966), and “Disaster for Tornedalen if 
Hansegård is believed” (NSD 21.10.1965). By stressing that “we want to feel like Swedes and be left 
alone” (HB 24.3.1966), another group of detractors asserted their belonging in the Swedish nation-
state, or even defended assimilatory policies. Furthermore, Hansegård’s views were critiqued on more 
intellectual grounds: for being overly localist and presentist (HB 13.1.1966), or for downplaying the 
complexity of the sociolinguistic issues in question (NSD 1.10.1965). Attempting to silence his 
critics, Hansegård replied with a rhetorical question, asking whether the Tornedalians had the guts and 
strength to become their own “linguistic masters” (HB 29.8.1967). The prefatory debate in 
Tornedalen closed on a hostile chord.  
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3.2 The debate in the national press  

 
Throughout the exchange in the northern-Swedish context, Hansegård had only partially succeeded in 
gaining acceptance for his views on MT-programs. While the exchanges of the early 1960s laid the 
foundations for Hansegård’s endeavor, the term ‘semilingualism’ seldom occurred. So at that point, 
few new users of the term were to be found. Yet, as we shall see, Hansegård’s advocacy was more 
successfully received on a national plane, where it eventually fed into an incipient debate on 
immigration.  

Towards the end of the 1960s, there was significant momentum for replacing Sweden’s 
assimilatory policies with pluralistic frameworks. Debates on this matter germinated as a series of 
opinion-pieces in the leading daily Dagens Nyheter (DN 21.10.1964; DN 28.10.1964; DN 
24.10.1964) that questioned the hitherto dominant ideology of cultural, religious and linguistic 
assimilation. This view eventually gained foothold on DN’s editorial page (DN 24.12.1964) and were 
subsequently debated in various forums. One of these was the influential volume Swedish Minorities 
(Schwartz 1966), to which Hansegård (1966) contributed with a chapter on the ‘forgotten Finnish 
minority’ of Tornedalen, or, as he also put it, the “linguistic cripples” (p. 180) of the far-north. This 
contribution effectively invigorated the question of MT-programs in Tornedalen. Hansegård’s efforts 
to influence educational policy were reported in DN (11.1.1966), where Hansegård was given an 
opportunity to voice his agenda. Bertil Malmberg, a leading Swedish linguist, also wrote an extensive 
piece on language politics in Svenska Dagbladet (SvD), which criticized Sweden’s far-north policies 
for violating UNESCO’s recommendations on MT-programs. He noted that  

The youth up here are not bilingual, they are ‘semilingual’ – this is more or less how a 
teacher in a Norrbotten school put it in a conversation when I visited the school a few 
years ago (SvD 11.10.1966). 

Malmberg’s intervention added considerable weight to these concerns. Although a new user of the 
idea, he commanded authority in the language sciences. His mentioning of ‘semilingual’ speakers was 
among the first ones to appear in national press, marking a crucial transition point in the route of 
semilingualism. However, the idea would see its major breakthrough later on, when Hansegård’s book 
Tvåspråkighet eller halvspråkighet? [Bilingualism or Semilingualism?] was published (Hansegård 
1968). Here, Hansegård’s discussed his ideas in relation to the work of Schmidt-Rohr and particularly 
Kainz, who figured prominently along with scholars like Uriel Weinreich, Heinz Kloss, Einar 
Haugen, Robert Lado, Ferdinand de Saussure, and Joshua Fishman. Hansegård (1968) depicted the 
prevailing Swedish language politics as a “cultural genocide” (p. 111), interpreting its historical 
patterns of domination in psycholinguistic terms, impinging upon the minds of the region’s Finnish 
speaking inhabitants. Maintenance of the mother-tongue was seen as a determinant for minorities’ 
cultural, cognitive and spiritual development, and consequently their educational success more 
generally (Hansegård 1968, 97-133). In this vein, Hansegård regarded monolingual education as 
imposing mental constraints on the social advancement of minority children, leaving them with a 
“deficient command” of both their languages, that is, “semilingual” (Hansegård 1968, 110).  

It is apparent that Hansegård’s idea of semilingualism finds resonance in the notion of 
halvbildning (semi-learning, Halbbildung; see Adorno 1972[1959]). In fact, Malmberg (1964) had 
argued that a neglect of MT-programs for minorities nourished “the worst enemy of all learning – 
semi-learning” (Malmberg 1964, 156). Be that as it may, much due to its anchorage in the burgeoning 
area of bilingualism research, Hansegård’s work was seen as solid (Wande 1996, 226). Indicatively, 
the book received markedly positive reviews from Swedish linguists. Per Linell (SvD 18.1.1969) 
referred to the work as “matter-of-factly and exhaustive, yet accessible” and commended its “well-
developed theoretical foundation.” Alvar Ellegård spoke of “our [Swedish] language imperialism” 
and praised Hansegård’s discussion for being “thoughtful and balanced” (DN 3.6.1969). Around this 
time, Hansegård’s efforts had yielded results, as MT-programs were expanded in Tornedalen. As DN 
reported on this event, Hansegård was called upon as an expert and an honest broker of policy 
alternatives (Pielke 2007). He asserted that a “deep-reaching educational overhaul” was needed to 
avoid the risk of creating “tens of thousands ‘linguistic cripples’, victims of double semilingualism” 
(DN 23.6.1968).  
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It was soon clear that Hansegård’s argument had wider implications, which extended beyond his 
original intent. In the national arena, the idea of semilingualism found new users, attracting attention 
from a range of political actors. Here, and importantly so, semilingualism also found new uses as it 
interlaced with issues pertaining to new patterns of immigration, and with a general shift towards a 
pluralistic stance in immigrant and minority politics. Among actors in the media, as well as in politics 
and in policy-making (see 3.3), an acceptance of pluralism was gaining ground, paving the way for 
semilingualism to travel. In 1970, an article in SvD (4.1.1970) reported on the sociolinguistic 
predicaments of immigrants, highlighting problems purportedly linked to the absence of MT-
programs. Also here, Hansegård figured as an expert, warning against the lurking perils of 
semilingualism and asserting the validity of his theories for linguistic issues of immigrants too. He 
thereby extended the itinerary of semilingualism, propelling it further into the educational debate. 
Revealingly, DN (8.4.1970) soon published a full-page piece on the ‘language barrier’ among 
immigrant children, explaining the importance of MT-programs for alleviating the latent risk of 
semilingualism. Lärartidningen/Svensk skoltidning, the journal of Sweden’s largest teachers’ union, 
also published an article on immigrant primary education, titled “Can auxiliary teachers save 
immigrant children from semilingualism and isolation?” (LT 43/1970). The concern was circulating 
widely. For example, DN published a piece titled “[It is] dangerous to become semilingual” 
(24.4.1972), and SvD printed one called “They learn ‘half’ languages” (26.3.1974).  
 
 
3.3 Entering politics  

 
Clearly, the idea of semilingualism worked in favor of pro-MT-program agendas, as well as pluralistic 
policies more generally. Since 1968 the government commission Invandrarutredningen (the 
Immigrant Commision, henceforth IC) had been outlining Sweden’s new immigration policy. In 
parliamentary politics, this area was characterized by a notable absence of opposing views, with all 
political parties welcoming a pluralistic shift in minority politics (Borevi 2012). Consensus and 
certainty are features that Pielke (2007) regards as profitable for the trustworthiness of science in 
decision-making. Absence of political conflict lowers the friction for using scientific knowledge in 
arguments for a particular course of action. Indicatively, in the run-up to the 1973 elections, all party 
leaders generally agreed on the importance of allowing immigrants to maintain their culture and 
language when exhaustively questioned on the matter in Vårt Nya Land (VNL 1972 [5-7]). Social-
democratic Prime Minister Olof Palme reiterated the preceding academic exchange, noting that 
“[s]everal researchers have also demonstrated the importance of possessing skills in the mother-
tongue before [immigrant] school children move on to studies about Swedish and in Swedish” (VNL 
1972[6], 7). In this climate, preventing semilingualism was a real and urgent concern. In a 
parliamentary motion on increased funding to immigrant education, opposition leader Torbjörn 
Fälldin and his Center party colleagues stressed the need for MT-programs for immigrant children, 
arguing that:  

Without proper skills in [their mother-tongue], immigrant children are less well-placed to 
learn Swedish satisfactorily. They may be at risk of becoming so-called semilinguals, i.e. 
not learning any language satisfactorily. (Motion 1973:702, 18) 

This motion shows that semilingualism had traveled into politics, reaching a group of new and 
powerful users. For many political actors, the idea served to vest their ethos and agenda with scientific 
authority. Left Party MP Karin Nordlander noted that ‘semilingual pupils’ had become a major 
educational concern, since it was doubtful “that even if pupils were able to read Swedish and the 
mother-tongue, they might not understand what they read” (Minutes, Riksdag 1973:79, 147). The 
same stance was, importantly, expressed in numerous similar motions, produced by all political camps 
and in cross-party collaborations. For instance, a motion on Sámi education, jointly filed by right, 
center-right and social democratic MPs, maintained that adult Sámi often were “what one calls 
semilingual” (Motion 1974:1381, 4).  

In 1974, the final report of the IC was presented (SOU 1974:69). It stated that limited mother-
tongue use in primary education could cause “intellectual and emotional distress,” and lead to serious 
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“linguistic and intellectual and impairments.” The IC report stated additionally that a “[d]eficient 
mastery of the mother-tongue leads to deficient skills also in the other language, so-called 
semilingualism” (p. 241) As a countermeasure, IC strongly favored introducing Home Language 
Instruction (effectively MTI; see note 2) as an additional subject in the national curriculum. This 
position gained acceptance among the parliamentary committee members only six weeks prior to the 
launch of IC’s final report (Jacobson 1984, 78). Thus, since at least 1973, the political uptake of the 
semilingualism idea was truly influential in the development of pluralistic language policies. Under 
such conditions, public and political pressure to realize the intentions of IC were strong. MTI was 
vocally promoted by parties on both the left and the right (Minutes, Riksdag 1975/76:141, 
1975/76:87; Motion 1975/76:1394, 1975/76:1501). Print-press continuously featured articles about 
the perils of semilingualism (SvD 19.9.1974; DN 4.9.1975; DN 17.10.1976), and research 
continuously affirmed the reality of the phenomenon (e.g., Jaakkola 1973). 

The 1977 Home Language Reform (Prop. 1975/76:118) principally followed the directives of IC, 
making MTI a general provision of all minority children. At this point, the idea of semilingualism had 
traveled into, or had enacted a major impact on, Swedish legislation. A claim made by IC-chair Jonas 
Widgren, who effectively was one of the main architects of Sweden’s new immigration policy, attests 
to this suggestion. Reflecting on the policy developments of the 1970s, Widgren identified 
Hansegård’s 1968 book, and the discussion on bilingual education it heralded, as a de facto 
contribution to the far-reaching changes in Swedish immigration policy (Widgren 1982, 60). 
 
 
3.4 The infamy of semilingualism 

 
The political debate on semilingualism was paralleled by a domestic academic discussion, which 
pushed the idea into ‘epistemic uncertainty’ (Pielke 2007). In this trajectory, semilingualism gradually 
changed into a profitable object to attack and a worthy object to defend. Reservations against it were 
first expressed by Loman (1974) who, drawing on his own research in Tornedalen, suggested that 
semilingualism in the region might well be a ‘fiction’. Stolt (1975b) declared her support for MTI, but 
encouraged the scrapping of the term semilingualism, as it idealized the connection between mother-
tongue and emotional life. Conversely, Skutnabb-Kangas (1975) agreed that the term was difficult to 
define and apply, but nevertheless insisted on the importance of more research on semilingualism. 
Toukomaa (1975), for his part, not only argued that “semilingualism was an actual phenomenon” (p. 
30) but that “[t]he risk of semilingualism [could] be avoided by providing immigrant children [...] 
with improved teaching in their mother-tongue” (p. 6). Notably, from the mid-1970s and on, these 
authors contributed to raising the semilingualism debate to the international scale (e.g., Skutnabb-
Kangas & Toukomaa 1976).  

In the Swedish context, Hansegård (1975) responded to the critique from Loman and Stolt, 
insisting that semilingualism was a reality in Tornedalen. Resorting to his habitually drastic rhetoric, 
he labelled the Swedish spoken there ‘parrot Swedish’ (papegojsvenska). In this wording, it is obvious 
that the idea of semilingualism served to pathologize certain minority speakers. The derogatory 
connotations were indeed criticized (Stolt 1975a; Loman 1975). Hansegård was rebuffed for being 
prejudiced (Wande 1977), which spurred further debate (Hansegård 1977; Loman 1978). Stroud 
(1978) dissected semilingualism on conceptual grounds, casting doubts on the internationally budding 
scholarly tradition that based its claims on it (e.g., Cummins 1976; see Martin Jones & Romaine 
1989). For their part, Öhman (1981) and Hyltenstam and Stroud (1982) attacked the idea for its 
capacity to stigmatize, and for fueling patronizing, and even xenophobic, narratives about 
‘semilingual immigrants.’ Through these exchanges, semilingualism had become an obsolete and 
even infamous idea in scholarly networks. Tellingly, Christina Bratt-Paulston (1983, 56) concluded 
that “[s]emilingualism does not exist, or, to phrase it in a way that cannot be contested, 
semilingualism has never been proved empirically.” Yet, its effects in educational policy existed, and 
still exist.  
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4. Conclusion 

 
Some ideas certainly travel well. This is true for the idea of semilingualism, which recurrently 
surfaces in societal and political debate. Whenever it does, it appears as a polysemic object of 
knowledge, affording different interpretations and gelling with different agendas (cf. Lainio 2008; 
Stroud 2004). As the present paper has shown, semilingualism seems to have commanded this 
capacity ever since it began to travel. Several important insights can, accordingly, be drawn from the 
example it presents. Its travels illustrate how a practically used idea may help to establish an 
understanding of deprivation and redress, and how the same idea may feed into policy innovation. 
Sweden’s MT-program is a case in point. As shown empirically, the provision of mother tongue 
instruction in Sweden’s educational system is an impactful effect of the travels of semilingualism.  

While the case at hand obviously speaks to the spatial politics of linguistic research, it also 
illuminates the somewhat unexpected unfolding of an idea’s trajectory: it is striking that 
semilingualism issued out of a marginal position, but nevertheless traveled into the limelight of 
national policy making. For this reason, it is appropriate to address the following questions: What 
conditions could help explain why the idea of semilingualism gained this kind of traction? What 
factors made it impactful in Swedish policy-making? The present study points to a number of 
interdependent causes. Notably, in the late 1960s, the idea of semilingualism appeared scientifically 
innovative and convincing, resonating with a growing mass of users – academics, journalists, and 
policy-makers. Moreover, its travels unfolded in a period of policy revision, rife with trust in 
scholarly expertise. Through this itinerary, it enjoyed certain scientific credibility but also support 
from a near-consensual call for more egalitarian minority politics. Expressed in more general terms, 
the effects of its travels depended on a wider social set of networked actors who were willing to use it 
(Benneworth 2015, 56). Upon entering politics, the idea proved sufficiently sturdy for political actors 
to appropriate it and harness their agendas to it. Semilingualism, in short, received both new users and 
new uses when it was inserted into a new ‘politics of difference’ (Stroud 2007, 27). Given the 
layeredness of this politics, it would be simplistic to argue that the wide acceptance of the idea of 
semilingualism singlehandedly caused MTI to be introduced. More accurately, the introduction of 
MTI was intricately bound up with the scrapping of Sweden’s previous immigration and minority 
politics, and with the search for alternative models. As the assimilatory regime was abandoned, MTI 
surged as an emblem of minority inclusion, which simultaneously reasserted Sweden’s self-image as a 
modern and progressive country (Borevi 2012; Hyltenstam & Milani 2012, 63-65). At the same time, 
it is undisputable that the circulation and uptake of the idea of semilingualism accelerated this 
shift, and, thus, that the idea functioned as a policy driver in its own right. In other words, this 
political shift was significantly aided by the idea of semilingualism, by the routes on which it had 
travelled and by actors who had used it. 

Given these circumstances, it should be noted that a ‘flow of knowledge’ (Meagher et al. 2008) 
runs unevenly: at some transition points, an idea may be acted upon in ways that may yield social or 
institutional change. It follows that the travels of semilingualism reveal important aspects of the 
societal impact of academic ideas. The “birth, slow construction, fascinating emergence” (Latour 
2004, 242) of semilingualism shows clearly that the tangled interaction between the human sciences, 
the media and political actors may precipitate in durable institutional regimes. Exploring this 
condition, our analysis underscores that the marks of science (Latour 1986) are not merely inscribed 
in technical innovations or economic growth, but also in policy innovations in the public sector. Here, 
the impact of the human sciences must not be underestimated. Yet, not only does the case of 
semilingualism beckon us to develop research impact in terms of knowledge flows, but it also 
demonstrates the value of historical inquiry as a powerful lens for making policy-impact visible. 

It seems as if the leap of an idea into policy is a strong indicator of successful traveling. 
Nonetheless, the impact of semilingualism notwithstanding, this leap was followed by a devaluing of 
the idea as its travels clearly lost momentum after MTI had been implemented. In this regard, the 
idea’s consecutive itineraries of impact and infamy suggest that once a scholarly idea has travelled 
well, it can be slain actors of the kind – scholars – who first allowed it to travel. Yet, once it has been 
terminated, the effects of its travels may still prevail. As far as MTI is concerned, the effects of the 
travels of the idea semilingualism are tangible, and certainly held to be desirable, in the view of most 
sociolinguists familiar with the Swedish educational framework.  
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Given the prevalence of these effects, sociolinguistics’ relationship with the idea of 
semilingualism merits further attention. It seems, not least from an epistemological point of view, as if 
the field of sociolinguistics has something still to grasp; namely, how and why scholarly dismissal of 
the ‘appalling’ idea of semilingualism can coexist with scholarly support for the ‘appealing’ MTI 
policy.  While the scientific reality or validity of the idea, to be sure, is widely perceived to be nil, the 
effects of its past circulation are widely appreciated. If, however, the contemporary scholarly 
sympathy for MTI is historicized, it appears increasingly as a distant effect of the travels of 
semilingualism. The dissociation of the historical connection between the idea, its trajectory and its 
institutional context seems, conversely, to be a prerequisite for maintaining this mode of support. 
Indeed, much like many present-day researchers of multilingualism, Hansegård sought to elucidate, 
analyze and redress deep-seated sociolinguistic inequalities in a marginalized population. Indeed, this 
ethos still stands strong among the overwhelming majority of scholars who conduct research on or 
with linguistic minorities in Sweden. 

Not least for this reason, the case at hand speaks to the merit of meta-knowledge in the human 
sciences, and to the importance for these sciences of taking responsibility for the knowledge that they 
handle. Unless we consider the historical circulation, uptake and use of an idea, we are also likely to 
overlook the intricate relationship between ideas and policy innovations. An ahistorical understanding 
of the idea semilingualism, congruently, leaves us with no possibility of grasping the political side of 
the idea, of its travels or its most salient effects. Not least for this reason, it is imperative to scrutinize 
the ways in which scholarly ideas of today are made to travel. As Morgan (2010, 6) reminds us, 
scholars “should be careful of the ways that they package their facts for successful travel and, as much 
as possible, take care about the company they keep while these facts are in their charge.” Knowledge 
about these processes per se is certainly important, not just in relation to old linguistic ideas, but also 
in relation to those currently in production (cf Jaspers ftc). It is, hence, as instructive as it is humbling 
to remember Bachelard’s (1938/2002,19) assertion that “[e]ven in a clear mind there are dark areas, 
caverns still haunted by shades, and traces of the old remain in our new ways of thinking.”  
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